
What is remixing?
In music, remixing is all about taking the shape and 
form of an existing piece and changing it to work in a 
different way. For example, a pop ballad can be turned 
into a dance anthem by adding more bass and faster 
beats. It’s still the same song, but the song has changed 
its purpose – rather than sing to it, you now dance to it.

Why remix?
When you change a piece of work you like the sound 
of, you begin to make it your own and give it a new 
vibe and feel. Take some bits away, add some new bits 
and you have a remix.

The meaning of sounds change 
when played back in a different 
way, or when played next to 
different things. You might hear 
this in the remixes playing here. 



Tools for remixing
Remixing tools are very important musical instruments. 
From old tape machines, through record decks to the 
modern laptop: each tool was first invented to play 
music, but with some playful inventing, a turntable 
becomes a fantastic instrument for performance.

Laptops often accompany bands on stage. Hackable 
and flexible, software can edit and reorganise sounds 
very quickly. For this project we even made some of 
our own software to help extract samples.

a screenshot of our custom sampling software for reMixed



Sampling
Sampling is all about grabbing chunks of sound, 
and either turning them into new sounds or putting 
them into new places. Find a piece of sound you like, 
extract it from the rest of the recording and you have 
something called a sample.

Digitally, samples are really just long lists of numbers 
that describe the sound. For each second of sound you 
hear, a computer has to play back 44,100 numbers …  
a 4-minute pop song will have over 10 million numbers! 
(And that’s just for the left ear of your headphones.)

a zoom into the individual sample points of a sound



Playback
Once you’ve got your samples, you can play them back 
in all sorts of ways:

Looping plays a sound again and again, turning a voice 
into a beat for example.

Stretching and shrinking can slow down or speed up 
the original sound.

Mixing Layering and adding sounds ontop of one 
another to make new sound gesture or form.

All of the above can be done on a computer, or on a 
pair of record decks.
 

Mariam Rezaei remixing 
using record decks

layering and mixing soundsa loop



Copyright, the law  
and ethics
Many artists have used samples from other artists in 
their songs without permission, and several have found 
themselves in court for breaking copyright law.

How do you feel about using the sounds you hear all 
the time in adverts, in supermarkets and elsewhere?  
Is it fair that you can’t play with something you have 
been forced to listen to against your will?



The workshops: 
Middle and High Schools
Martin Parker ran three workshops at  
Bewick Middle School, Tweedmouth Middle School 
and Berwick Academy. 

At these sessions we explored rhythm, melody and form. 
We played with new software tools like SoundTrap and 
Ableton Live, recorded sounds and listened to remixes 
together. We also explored why you might make a 
remix in the first place.

Visual Scores by Tweedmouth Middle School students. Listening to music and making a visual score is another form of remixing.  
How you play from your visual score becomes a new interpretation of the original piece. 



The workshops:
First schools
Sam Lord and Andrew Brook went to the first schools 
St Mary’s, St Cuthbert’s, Tweedmouth West and 
Scremerston, and ran three sessions exploring editing, 
recording and changing sound.
Our workshops were in three parts. In our first session we listened to a viola 
piece and shared thoughts and feelings about what we heard. Then we made 
up our own stories. We also met the amazing musician Stephen Upshaw,  
who introduced us to his viola (like a violin, but bigger and deeper in sound).

‘2197’ by Matt Simon; Stephen Upshaw; expressive drawing by Rob; a music plan; St Cuthbert’s first school



In session two, we went to find our own sounds and tried to find ways of 
mixing these with samples from Matt Simon’s piece. We also invented stories 
to go with the music we had heard. A lot of very spooky stories emerged!

Brilliantly creepy buildings by children at Scremerston First School



In session three, we recorded our pieces and finally we made a light show, 
creating music videos to go with our sounds and stories.

Top to bottom: 
Scremerston first school, St Cuthbert’s first school,  
St Mary’s first school, Tweedmouth West first school


